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QUESTION 1

Everyone needs read access to inventory documents. Only the Inventory Managers group should be able to create
inventory documents. The Warehouse group must be able to edit these documents. 

How should Claude configure the security? 

A. Set Default read to "All readers and above" on the Security tab of the form properties. Add a computed Authors field
to the form with the formula "Inventory Manager". Add a computed Editors field to the form with the "Warehouse"
formula. 

B. Do not use a Readers field. On the Security tab of the form Properties, decelect "All authors and above" under "Who
can create documents with this form", and select "Inventory Managers". Add an "InventoryEditor" role to the ACL.
Associate the role with the Inventory Managers group and the Warehouse group.Add a computed Authors field on the
form with the "[InventoryEditor]" formula. 

C. Add a computed Readers field with the "Default" formula. On the Security tab of the form Properties, clear "All
authors and above" under "Who can create documents with this form", and select "Inventory Managers". Add an
"InvEditor" role to the ACL, associate the role with the Inventory Managers group and the Warehouse group, and then
create a computed Authors field on the form that contains the "InvEditor" formula. 

D. Add a computed Readers field to the form with the formula "*". Add a computed Authors field to the form that
contains the formula "Inventory Managers":"Warehouse". Open the ACL and deselect "Create documents" option for the
Warehouse group. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Susan has deployed a template, "sales.ntf", for the Sales Tracking application on the test server. Fred wants to create a
new Sales Tracking application using Susan\\'s template, and Fred wants his new application to inherit future design
changes from the template. 

How can Fred do this? 

A. Create a replica of the "Sales.ntf" template, but make its file name end in ".nsf" instead. 

B. Create a blank application, right-click the new application icon, and choose the "Cope From Template" option. Select
the "sales.ntf" file as the template, then design elements will be copied to the new application. 

C. Select File>Application>New, choose the test server as the template server, and choose the "sales.ntf" template. 

D. Select File>Application>New, choose the test server as the template server, and give the application "sales.ntf" as a
file name. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which one of the following statements about an Authors field is true? 
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A. Groups can be used. If individual names are used, they must be stored in Abbreviated format. 

B. Groups and roles can be used. Individual names should be stored in Abbreviated format if the application will be used
in multiple domains. 

C. Roles can be used. If individual names are used, they must be stored in Canonical format. 

D. Groups and roles can be used. Individual names should be stored in Canonical format if the application will be used
in multiple domains. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Jarrod wrote an agent that begins with the following LotusScript code: 

Dim session As New NotesSession Dim db As NotesDatabase Dim view As NotesView Dim doc As NotesDocument Set
db = session.CurrentDatabase Set view = db.GetView( "By Category" ) Set doc = view.GetDocumentByKey( "kitten" ) 

When the agent runs, which document will be referenced by the "doc" variable? 

A. If the database is full-text indexed, the first document in the By Category view that contains the word "kitten" in any
field. If the database is not full-text indexed, the "doc" variable will be empty. 

B. The first document in the By Category view that has a value of "kitten" in the first sorted column 

C. The first document in the By Category view that contains the word "kitten" in any field 

D. The first document in the By Category view that has any value in the column with an alias of "kitten" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Several users have been calling to report that they cannot print documents from the Sales Reports database. They all
have Editor access to the database and can read and edit all documents, but the File > Print option and the Print icon
are grayed out. 

What could be the problem? 

A. The document are encrypted. Encrypted documents can be viewed and edited by users with the correct key, but
these documents cannot be printed. 

B. The database ACL option "Replicate or copy documents" has been selected to prevent the creation of local replicas.
This setting also prevents printing of the documents from the within the database. 

C. The "Disable printing/forwarding/copying to clipboard" option has been selected on the Security tab of the Database
properties. 

D. The "Disable Field Exchange" option has been selected from the Info tab of the Form properties. This option prevents
data from being exchanged with other applications and sending the data to the printer. 

Correct Answer: B 
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